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Abstract
The protocol describes the algorithm of arriving at LOD in a given past geologicel Epoch. First the lunar
orbital radius of the given geologic epoch has to be determined. For this the velocity of recession of Moon
for the accelerated phase has to be determined. The spatial integral of the reciprocal of Velocity of
recession gives the transit time of Moon from desired orbit to the present orbit.Through several iterations
the transit time is made to converge on the geologic epoch. Once we determine the desired orbital radius
it has to be substituted in the LOD expression to determine the LOD in the given geologic epoch.

Introduction
Earth-Moon is tidally evolving ever since its birth 4.467Gy ago. Earth Day has lengthened from 5 hours at
inception to the present 24 hours, sidereal month\(orbital period of Moon around Earth) has evolved from
5 hours to 27.322 days, Moon was born at 18,000 Km from the center of Earth .Today it has receded to
3.844^8 m lunar orbit. It continues to evolve still further. Geophysical and geographical changes get
re�ected in LOD curve �uctuations.Study of real time changes in LOD curve may give precursors
forecasting Earth-quakes and sudden volcanic eruptions.

Procedure
To determine LOD in a given past geologic epoch following steps have to be taken: 1. Set up the velocity
of recession expression so as to obtain 3.7cm/y recession in the present time. 2.Set up the numerical
integration of the reciprocal of the Velocity of Recession and spatially intagrate it from a given lunar orbit
to the present lunar orbit of 3.884^8m. 3. Through several iterations make the integrand converge to the
past geologic epoch time magnitude.This gives the desired lunar orbit which existed in the past geologic
epoch. 4. Substitute this desired lunar orbi in LOD expression in hours. 5.We have obtained the LOD in the
given past geologic epoch.t
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